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at dice. Sometimes he gains more In bauble* than better stuffs, and
rather than fail will adventuie a false oath foi a fraudulent gam,
He deals with no whole bale but all his honesty ib at one word. As
for wares and weights he knows how to hold the balance, and for his
conscience he is not ignoiant what to do with it. f lis tia\ ail is most
by land, for he fears to be too busy with the watei, and whatsoever
his ware be he will be suie of his money. The most of his wealth is
in a pack of tiifleb, and for his honesty I dare not pass my word for
him. If he be rich 'tis ten to one of his pride, and if he be pool he
breaks without hib fast. In sum, he is the chbgiace of a mcichant, the
dishonour of a city, the discredit of his pai ibh, and the dislike of all.1
Breton's addiction to a mechanical symmetiy of opposites is a
weakness that had not seduced Theophiastus.   The neater the an-
tithesis, the less is it likely to cany conviction.  Such apposition was,
however, well suited to Bicton's love of a witty sententiousness.
Sen	Ben Jonson was a skilled hand at cluractery, and, as might be
Jensen's expected, many of the longer pieces in Timber : ors Discoveries, are
tendency specimens of the art.2 He was, in tiuth, more likely than Nashc to
have been acquainted with the work of Theophrastub, although he
does not cite him by name. When he printed his comedy, Every
Man out of his Humour (1600), he appended to the list of dramatis
persona a regular characterization of each mdi\ idual. Cynthia's
Revels> presented the same year, has more elaborate characteis of
a courtier, a traveller, a poet, and a bawd, set in the actual dialogue,
and others are drawn at briefer length or taken by the handful
together. He thus strays beyond the province of drama. Instead of
attending to his work, which was to show men and women revealing
their personalities in action, he takes it upon himself to analyse and
desciibe their peculiarities. This is moie than a fault in technique,
it goes deeper. Charactery isolated idiosynciasy, and made it more
and more of an abstiact quality. Even when it invented concrete
acts and ways of behaving, in which the characters showed then
particular foibles, it did not put life into them or make them rea
individuals. At the best it gave the animated presentment of <
type > at the worst, a bundle of abstract qualities. In his earlie
plays this is what Jonson was too often doing : it is the very prin
ciple of the comedy of humours, and its essential defect. Jonso
1 Works, u. • The Good and the Badde^ pp. 24-25.
8 See pp. 206-207*

